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ANTITRUST 

• Broadcom Inc comes under scrutiny for pressurising customers to sign 

exclusivity agreements 

 

COMPANY LAW 

• Reliance cancels deal worth Rs. 24,713 Cr with Future Retail Ltd 

• MCA tightens compliances for Nidhi companies 

 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

• ED raids the JSPL offices in Delhi and Gurugram for forex violation 

• Govt is considering enacting legislation to establish a legal framework for 

SPACs 

 

CRYPTO REGULATION 

• Regulating crypto assets is high on India's agenda 

• Apple's potential antitrust issues called out by Coinbase CEO 

 

FINTECH 

• 'Fincluvation' a new service by India Post Payments Bank 

 

TAXATION 

• The Internal Revenue Service changed regulations to make it easier for 

more people to file taxes 

• Tax officials notify overseas IT enterprises about GST compliances

  

ANTITRUST 

INTERNATIONAL 

 

Broadcom Inc comes under major 

scrutiny for pressuring 

customers to sign exclusivity 

agreements 

 

• Broadcom Inc. highlighted the 

supply-chain crisis as the reason 

for signing exclusivity 

Agreements to curb customer 

demands. 

• In July 2021, FTC had filed a 

proposed order to resolve 

antitrust allegations against the 

corporation. 

• Broadcom was obligated by 

under the consent decree to stop 

obligating its customers to 
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acquire components from 

Broadcom exclusively or mostly. 

 

• Broadcom and the European 

Commission signed similar deal 

in October 2020. 

Source: Link 

 

COMPANY LAW 

NATIONAL 

 

Reliance cancels deal worth INR 

24,713 Cr with Future Retail Ltd. 

(FRL) 

• FRL was granted permission to 

host its Shareholders Meeting by 

the NCLT, Mumbai Bench, in a 

judgement dated February 28, 

2022. 

• As a result, FRL called a 

Shareholders Meeting from April 

20th to April 23rd, 2022, to seek 

approval from its shareholders 

for its arrangement with 

Reliance. 

• Following Reliance's cancellation 

of the plan, FRL, in accordance 

with SEBI regulations, 

determined that the scheme of 

arrangement with Reliance could 

not be executed. 

Source: Link 

 

The Ministry of Corporate Affairs 

(MCA) tightens compliances for 

Nidhi companies 

• MCA has stated that number of 

companies incorporated as Nidhi 

are failing to comply with the 

NDH-4 form submission 

guideline. 

• As per the rules, within 120 days 

of its establishment, each public 

business established as Nidhi 

with a share capital of Rs 10L 

must file an NDH-4 form and 

apply to the central government 

to be recognized as a Nidhi 

company. 

• In addition, the organization must 

have at least 200 members and a 

net owned fund (NOF) of Rs 20L. 

     Source: Link 

 

 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

NATIONAL 

 

The Enforcement Directorate (ED) 

raids the JSPL offices in Delhi 

and Gurugram for forex violation 

• In possible violations of foreign 

currency restrictions, the ED 

searched the facilities of 

businessman Naveen Jindal's, 

Jindal Steel and Power Limited 

(JSPL). 

• As part of the inquiry being 

undertaken under the provisions 

of the FEMA, officials visited 

Jindal Steel and Power Limited 

(JSPL) offices in Delhi and 

Gurugram. 

• The corporation stated, it had 

exemplary track record of 

corporate governance and that it 

was disclosing all needed 

information. 

Source: Link 
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The government to enact 

legislation to establish a legal 

framework for Special Purpose 

Acquisition Firms (SPACs) 

• The Company Statute 

Committee, in its report on a new 

set of revisions to the Companies 

Act, 2013 recommended 

enabling provisions to be added 

enabling a SPAC to be listed on 

domestic or foreign markets. 

• SEBI is all set to establish a 

regulatory framework for SPACs 

in India. 

• The Company Law Committee 

has proposed that sections in the 

Companies Act be changed for 

ease of business. 

Source: Link 

 

 

CRYPTO REGULATION 

NATIONAL 

 

Regulating crypto assets is high 

on India's agenda 

• As the Government of India 

considers how to manage crypto 

assets, officials from India's 

Ministry of Finance are 

discussing with the IMF and the 

World Bank on crypto policy. 

• The RBI will regulate the Central 

Bank Digital Currency (CBDC), 

which will be a digital version of 

the Indian currency.  

• The fintech industry will be 

transformed by introduction of 

CBDC as stated by industry 

experts. 

Source: Link 

 

INTERNATIONAL 

Apple's potential antitrust issues 

called out by Coinbase CEO 

Armstrong 

• If Coinbase were to introduce its 

own cryptocurrency hardware 

wallet, Armstrong believes that 

most consumers would not carry 

a different wallet dedicated 

entirely to cryptocurrencies. 

• Apple, in particular, refuses to 

enable capabilities that would be 

necessary to make a user-

friendly phone-based wallet 

feasible - thus there might be 

antitrust concerns. 

Source: Link 
 

 

FINTECH 

NATIONAL 

The India Post Payments Bank 

has launched a new service called 

'Fincluvation' 

• Fincluvation is a cooperative 

venture between India Post 

Payments Bank (IPPB), a 100 

percent government-owned 

corporation under the 

Department of Posts (DoP), and 

the Fintech Startup community to 

co-create and innovate solutions 

for financial inclusion. 

• Fincluvation touted as a move in 

the right direction, an industry-
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first attempt to construct a robust 

platform that will organize the 

start-up ecosystem to produce 

significant financial solutions 

aimed at financial inclusion. 

• The combination of IPPB's 

banking stack, DoP's 

dependable doorstep service 

network, and start-ups' techno-

functional expertise may provide 

unrivaled value to the country's 

residents. 

Source: Link 

 

TAXATION 

NATIONAL 

The Internal Revenue Service 

(IRS) notifies regulations to ease 

in filing taxes 

• Ease of tax filing and 

compliances have been 

introduced for people making 

large transactions  

• The goal is to improve economic 

control by requiring persons who 

engage in major transactions to 

file reports even if their income 

falls below the basic exemption 

limit. 

• Depending on the person's age, 

the basic income tax exemption 

ceiling ranges from 2.5L to 5L per 

year. Citizens who are 80 years 

old or older are subject to a 5L 

restriction. 

• This will serve as a deterrent to 

tax evasion, as some taxpayers 

may have substantial profits or 

savings yet fail to file their taxes. 

Source: Link 

 

Tax officials notify overseas IT 

enterprises about GST 

compliances 

• To avoid unpleasant shocks 

later, Indian tax officials are 

informing gambling, fintech, and 

content service providers in far-

flung countries such as the 

United States, Malta, and 

Curacao about the goods and 

services tax (GST) law. 

• While the Indian revenue is 

educating foreign online service 

providers on the required 

compliances, it is also critical to 

incentivize these foreign 

corporations to comply —- 

offering amnesty for past taxes, 

as well as interest and penalties, 

would go a long way toward 

enabling these corporations to 

begin compliances in India. 

• In contrast to the Rs 20 lakh 

barrier for levying GST on 

domestic firms, the tax is levied 

on a variety of cross-border 

services regardless of their 

value. 

• The GST on OIDAR is 

comparable to the 2% 

'equalization levy' (EL) that was 

implemented in Finance Act, 

2016 and will be expanded in 

2020 to meet the tax problems 

faced by the economy's rising 
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digitization. 

Source: Link

 

This is only for informational purposes. Nothing contained herein is, purports to be, or is intended as legal advice 

and you should seek legal advice before you act on any information or view expressed herein. Endeavoured to 

accurately reflect the subject matter of this alert, without any representation or warranty, express or implied, in any 

manner whatsoever in connection with the contents of this. This isn’t an attempt to solicit business in any manner. 

Sources: Fxempire, Economic Times, Bitcoin.com, Business Standard, Mint, Press Information Bureau and Livelaw


